A TEST OF THE SPONTANEOUS HETEROSIS HYPOTHESIS FOR UNISEXUAL VERTEBRATES.
The coupling between clonal modes of reproduction and hybridization in unisexual vertebrates has led to the hypothesis that heterosis accounts for their ecological success (the "spontaneous heterosis" hypothesis). High levels of genic heterozygosity characteristic of unisexual-hybrid vertebrates are believed to result in enhanced growth, survivorship, and fertility relative to their sexual ancestors. To test this hypothesis, we synthesized 33 new unisexual-hybrid strains of fishes in the genus Poeciliopsis (Atheriniformes: Poeciliidae). On average, the synthetic unisexuals had lower survivorship and a higher incidence of birth defects than either of the sexual ancestors or two natural strains of unisexuals. However, a subset of these synthetic unisexuals exhibited characteristics within the range of the sexual ancestors and natural unisexual strains. These results support the alternative hypothesis that the ecological success of natural unisexuals results from selection of the most fit clones from a broad spectrum of genotypes that arose via multiple hybrid events. We propose that the coupling between unisexuality and hybridization in the vertebrates exists because hybridization is a dysgenic process that can disrupt normal gametogenesis and thus lead to clonal reproduction.